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one city
WEST FARGO AND
RIVERSIDE MERGED
TO BECOME ONE CITY

ANNEXATION AGREEMENT WITH
THE CITY OF FARGO OPENS UP
LAND FOR DEVELOPMENT SOUTH
OF INTERSTATE 94

CONSTRUCTION OF THE KINDRED
DAM PROJECT (SHEYENNE RIVER)
AUTHORIZED WITH NO FUNDING

WEST FARGO
RENAMED TO
WEST FARGO
INDUSTRIAL PARK

SHEYENNE RIVER FLOOD
CONTROL PROJECT
AUTHORIZED

HORACE & WEST FARGO
SEGMENTS OF SHEYENNE
RIVER FLOOD CONTROL
PROJECT COMPLETED

VETERANS BOULEVARD
AND INTERSTATE
INTERCHANGE OPENS
PROVIDING ADDITIONAL
CONNECTION TO
DEVELOPMENT SOUTH OF
I-94
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southwest fargo
renamed to

west
fargo

REDEFINING WEST FARGO
2.0 - NEW COMPREHENSIVE
PLAN

WEST FARGO
INDUSTRIAL PARK
RENAMED TO
RIVERSIDE
GROUND BREAKING FOR HORACE
AND WEST FARGO SEGMENTS OF
SHEYENNE RIVER FLOOD CONTROL
PROJECT

CONGRESSIONAL DIRECTIVE TO
STUDY FLOOD CONTROL FOR THE
RED RIVER AND ITS TRIBUTARIES
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The population of West Fargo has increased by 106 percent since 2000 to a
2017 estimate of 34,858. This population increase over the past two decades
has far exceeded that of the region (the
Fargo, ND-MN Core Base Statistical Area
(CBSA)), particularly between 2000 and
2010 when the city saw an extraordinary 61.87 percent growth from 14,940
in the 2000 census to 25,830 in the
2010 census. While the rate of growth
is slowing, West Fargo is still projected
to grow significantly - reaching almost
40,000 people by 2025 according to
the Fargo-Moorhead Council of Government (Metro COG) 2017 Demographic
Forecast). This slower rate of growth is
more aligned with the rest of the region.

NOTE: The demographics in this section are from Environics known as
Claritas at the time the data was gathered. The demographic reports cited
from Environics are called Claritas Pop-Facts Premier.

In 2000 West Fargo was home to 8.9 percent of the households of the Fargo ND-MN
core base statistical areas. The market share of households in West Fargo has since
increased to 13.2 percent of the households. The 2017 Demographic Forecast for the
region mirrors the Environics data shown below. They predict that West Fargo will grow
to 42,190 by 2040 and will continue to lead in rate of population growth in the region.
POPULATION GROWTH
2000 - 2022

61.9%

The majority of the population of
West Fargo that identifies as white is
90.3 percent. The next highest racial
classification is black at 4.0 percent
with asian alone at 2.0 percent, and
two or more races at 2.3 percent.
Of the population in West Fargo,
2.44 percent identify as hispanic
or latino. On the whole, the racial
and ethnic population of West Fargo mirrors that of the greater region.
The median age of West Fargo
residents, 33.9, is slightly older than and the metro area but
significantly lower than that of
the U.S. (Source:
Environics)

MEDIAN
INCOME

$73,402

POPULATION and
DEMOGRAPHICS

The number of households has increased by 111 percent since 2000,
going from 6,288 in 2000 to 13,270 in
2017. The number of households
is expected to increase by 8.85 percent (up to 14,444) by 2022. In
West Fargo, 65 percent of the households are occupied by families,
which is 15 percent higher than that
of Fargo and 8 percent higher than
the region. (Source: Environics)

W E S T
F A R G O

26%
MORE THAN THE METRO REGION /////////////////////////////

40%
MORE THAN THE STATE /////////////////////////////////////////////

POPULATION GROWTH
2000 - 2010
FAMILY HOUSEHOLDS AS A % OF
TOTAL HOUSEHOLDS

27.5%

61.87%

19.7%
15.8%

65.32%
50.29%

17.7%
14.8%
8.7%

15.78% 19.73%
WEST FARGO
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FARGO

POPULATION GROWTH
2000 - 2010

POPULATION GROWTH
2010 - 2017

6.5%

6.3%

PROJECTED GROWTH
2017 - 2022

57.52%

Over 52 percent of the population of West Fargo
has a degree from an institution of higher learning and 95 percent of the population is a high
school graduate. These numbers mirror both
Fargo and the metro area. (Source: Environics)
The median household income of West Fargo is $73,402. This is 43 percent higher
than that of Fargo ($51,317) and 26 percent
higher than the metro region ($58,348). This
income level places West Fargo more than
40 percent higher than the median household
income of both the U.S. and North Dakota. In fact, nearly a third of the households
in West Fargo earn more than $100,000 per
year. The poverty rate in West Fargo echoes
these numbers with 5.3 percent of families
under the poverty line compared to 7.5 percent for the metro. (Source: Environics)

52%
HAVE A HIGHER
LEARNING
DEGREE

FARGO ND-MN CBSA
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Psychographics is the study and classification of people according to their attitudes, aspirations, and other psychological criteria, especially in market research.
Environics provides this data through Claritas Prizm Lifestage Segments )segmentationsolutions.nielsen.com.) Environics
develops these psychographics based on
accrued demographic data from a variety
of sources including census, TV habits,
car-purchasing habits, shopping trends,
and other factors. These studies can be
valuable to give an indication of behaviors and beliefs of a certain demograph-

ic within the city. (Source: Environics)
The psychographics study informs us
that West Fargo is a highly family-oriented community with some of the top-tier
psychographic categories for families
in wealth, educational attainment, jobs,
and disposable income in the nation.
Four of the categories are family-oriented, representing 33 percent of the
households. A fifth category is comprised of students, which represents an
opportunity for West Fargo to cultivate
a different psychographic segment.

1

2

On the whole the community, skews
younger, affluent, and potentially more
demanding. Residents who expect
high-quality amenities for children and
have disposable income comprise the
majority of the West Fargo population.
They desire specialty shopping, dining and entertainment. The five largest segments in West Fargo include:

3

NEW HOMESTEADERS
(10.8%)

WHITE PICKET FENCES
(9.8%)

SMALL-TOWN COLLEGIATES
(5.8%)

Upscale Younger Mostly with Children. Young, upper-middle-class
families seeking to escape suburban
sprawl find refuge in New Homesteaders, a collection of small rustic townships. With a mix of jobs
in white- and blue-collar industries,
these dual-income couples have
fashioned comfortable, child-centered lifestyles. Their driveways are
filled with campers and powerboats,
and their houses with the latest technological gadgets and hunting gear.

Midscale Younger Family Mix. Residents in White Picket Fences look a
lot like the stereotypical American
household of a generation ago: upper-middle-class and married with
children. But the current version
reflects changing patterns, with
some parents just beginning to start
families while others approach the
empty-nest stage as their children
age. They enjoy reading, following
sports, and DIY projects and crafts.

Downscale Younger Family Mix. The
residents of Small-Town Collegiates
are younger families and singles who
are just starting out. They are often
students - full or part-time - focused
on building a better life for themselves and their growing families.

4
EXECUTIVE SUITES (7.8%)

1

5
2

3
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Upscale Middle Age Mostly with
Children. The residents of Executive Suites tend to be prosperous
and active professionals who own
multiple computers, large-screen TV
sets, and are above average in their
use of technology. Executive Suites
also enjoy cultural activities, from
reading books to attending theater
and watching independent movies.
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CHILDREN & CUL-DE-SACS
(4.3%)
Upscale Younger Family Mix. Upper-middle-class, suburban, married couples with children - that’s
the skinny on Children and Culde-Sacs, an enviable lifestyle of
large families in recently built subdivisions. This segment is a refuge
for college-educated, white-collar
professionals with administrative
jobs and upper-middle-class incomes. Their nexus of education,
affluence, and children translates
into large outlays for child-centered products and services.

The chart to the right explains the lifestage of households in West Fargo. Family-oriented segments dominate the market
with many of these households. Another
significant portion of the households are
younger and relatively affluent. College
students create a segment that is less affluent, but with strong spending potential.
Households with older families are the
least predominate, and few households
overall are facing economic challenges.

•

•

The psychographics
show people with the
means to make choices.
Family orientation and
curating a community
that has child-friendly
amenities will be important.

•

Relative affluence allows
for the cultivation of
special spaces, niche
retail, and alternatives to
traditional workspaces.

•

West Fargo can cultivate
a younger population
base with housing
choice, greater entertainment options, and
independent businesses that millennials are
looking for.

WEST FARGO
SEGMENTATION

5%

Midlife Success
Young Achievers

9%

Striving Singles

9%
33%

Accumulated Wealth

15%

Young Accumulaters
Mainstream Families

3%

Sustaining Families

0.4%

Affluent Empty Nests

8%

Conservative Classics

8%

Cautious Couples

8%

Sustaining Seniors

WEST FARGO
LIFESTAGE
Younger Years
Family Life
Mature Years

2%

West Fargo has experienced extraordinary
growth. As a result, the community is
dramatically different than it was in 2000.
This growth, while expected to continue,
will slow in pace. From a policy standpoint
growth of this magnitude typically places
communities in the role of being reactive
to development rather than proactive. The
slow in the rate of growth provides West
Fargo the ideal timing to examine its strategies to create a more vibrant community.
The community is highly educated and
has a significantly higher income than

the metropolitan area, the state, and the
nation. This education and income level
coupled with some of the most affluent
psychographic segments in the U.S. place
West Fargo in the unique position of being
able to make decisions about the future
of the city in order to cultivate ongoing
quality of life improvements, curate options for business and retail development
for future development that will satisfy a
relatively sophisticated consumers, and
be proactive about quality development
rather than reactive to any development
proposal presented to the community.
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